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	Products	Scoliosis & Spine OptionsScoliosis & Spine
Boston Orthotics & Prosthetics is a leader in scoliosis brace manufacturing, with options including the Boston Brace Original, the NEW Boston Brace 3D, Boston Brace Night Shift, Boston Brace RC, Boston Body Jacket, Boston Overlap Brace, and Boston Soft Spinal Orthosis.
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	PlagiocephalyPlagiocephaly
Boston Orthotics & Prosthetics manufactures a lightweight foam and plastic helmet that treats a number of types of cranial asymmetry, including positional plagiocephaly, by providing a pathway for the infant’s head to grow into a more symmetrical shape.
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Boston Orthotics & Prosthetics is an expert in manufacturing and fitting lower extremity orthotics, including AFOs, KAFOs, SMOs, UCBs and hip abduction braces. 
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	Dynamic Movement OrthosesDynamic Movement Orthoses (DMOs)
Dynamic Lycra® orthoses are a relatively new approach to managing abnormal tone and neurological dysfunction. The aim is to improve functional abilities through the application of an orthosis designed to meet individual needs and objectives.
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Boston Orthotics & Prosthetics is committed to providing excellent prosthetic care to both pediatric and adult populations. They strive to maintain the quality and integrity of each device and provide the highest quality patient care and services.
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Boston Orthotics & Prosthetics has a selection of "transfers" that allow you to customize your orthosis to match your personality. Boston O&P has the largest selection of "transfers" in the industry.
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Here you can find size charts and order forms for all our products.
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	Scanning OptionsScanning Options
Many clinicians are moving from simple measurements/casting to scanning. Scanning is more accurate and can save time. In addition, most manufacturers prefer a scan to simple measurements because of the accuracy scanning provides by showing the actual physical anatomical shape.The following outlines the scanning options we can provide, with various price points, each with benefits over the other.
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	CAD/CAM TechnologyCAD/CAM Technology
How we get the best fit possible...everyone's body is different, and having a brace or prosthesis that fits perfectly is what determines whether your treatment will be as comfortable and effective as possible.
Since Boston Orthotics & Prosthetics implemented CAD/CAM scanning and modification, many patients, families, and doctors alike, have asked what we are doing different that is making the braces fit so well.
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The Boston T

[image: T-shirt that can be worn under scoliosis brace as well as under usual clothes. ]

The Boston T is the perfect pairing with a Boston Brace and comes in two options: the Boston T and the Boston Silver T.

The Boston T is a protective body sock made of CoolMAX/Lycra, with an antibacterial fiber. The Boston T will stretch more than 150% to ensure a wrinkle free fit under your brace. The Boston T is superior to a regular T-shirt for cushioning and wicking perspiration away from your skin.

The Boston Silver T is also made of CoolMAX but includes X-static pure silver fiber. Silver is the most effective antimicrobial agent available. It will eliminate odor-causing bacteria and fungus. It is also anti-static and will stay cool in the summer, but warm in the winter. CAUTION: The Boston Silver T should be removed prior to having a MRI or HBO.

[image: alt]Axilla Flaps: The Boston T is available in single (one arm hole) or double (both arms) axilla flaps. Axilla flaps are located in the armpit area and provide greater comfort. 

NOTE: For our patient’s safety, Boston Orthotics & Prosthetics can only accept returns for credit on unopened packages.

Special Offer: If you purchase 5 T's you will get a 6th T FREE.

Sizes Available
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	Size	Width	Circumference	Length
	Small	6"	16" - 24"	 19" 
	Medium	8"	24" - 32"	21"
	Large	10"	32" - 40"	28"
	X-Large	12"	40" - 48"	28"


 

Online Order Form

How To Wear The Boston T With Your Boston Brace

We recommend wearing the scoliosis brace under clothes with the Boston T under the brace. The Boston T's anti-static and perspiration wicking properties will provide a comfortable experience under the patient's typical outfits. 

In addition, Boston O&P supplies a wide variety of other pads and accessories in multiple sizes. Please contact customer service at 800.262.2235 or customerservice@bostonoandp.com to learn more about our full line of Boston O&P accessories.
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Contact Us

37 Shuman Ave

Stoughton, MA 02072 USA

Driving Directions ›



Fabrication / Distribution and Customer Service: 800.262.2235

Patient Billing Office: 888-964-3532

Boston O&P Clinic Appointments: Complete our Request An Appointment form

Fax: 800.634.5048
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